MAIDWELL
MESSENGER

The Maidwell Hall play is always a highlight of the year; this year continuing to raise the
bar even higher with a really wonderful production of Peter Pan Jr. The result was a
musical that was a real treat for us all; with a set, costumes, music and characters that
truly transported the audience to Neverland.
Congratulations to Pete Edwins (Head of Drama) on setting the bar very high this year
and achieving one of his greatest
productions to date. Thanks also
to James Brodie (Head of Art) for the
very creative set design and to
Natalie Leadbetter for taking on the
baton in Make Up and producing
some very colourful and convincing
Lost Boys, Brave Girls and Pirates.
Tamsin Guard (Head of English)
once again took on the role
of Wardrobe Mistress conjuring up
everything from nighties
and pyjamas through to
Pirates and Red Indians.
A huge well done to all
those Lost Boys, Brave
Girls & Pirates who really
worked together to make
this year one of the best
yet.

Peter Pan - Harry Edwins
Wednesday 20th November (Preview Performance) On Wednesday we performed the first ever preview performance
held at Maidwell for two primary schools, one of which my two
younger brothers go to.
This first performance was not the best but I still got the buzz of
performing it along with a significant number of others.
Thursday 21st November (first performance)
The first performance was very exhilarating but not without nerves.
The adrenalin pumping I stepped onto the stage and to my relief Mr
Edwins (my dad) was pointing a huge thumbs up at me, this gave me
the courage to carry on. After the performance, there was a bit of
a mishap with the timing of the ending song and Mr Lankester’s
speech because just as Mr Lankester was about to speak… ‘And
That’s My Home Where Dreams Are Born!...’ Lots of laughter
erupted and then eventually died down enough to hear Mr
Lankester’s voice.
Friday 22nd November (final performance)
The morning of the final performance I walked into the front hall
and looked at the seating list, to my surprise the Thursday
performance held 13 members of my family, taking up over half of
the front row of the audience. The final performance was the
greatest performance of all with the filming happening and all of the
mistakes corrected. This morning the audience wasn’t quite as jam
packed as the first performance but there was still a nice amount of
cheering and support.

The performances of ‘Peter Pan’, from Wednesday the 20th of
November to Friday the 22nd, were exhilarating to say the least.
An arrow flew into the audience on more than one occasion,
showing Miles Swinfen’s talent for archery, along with Wilfred
Dewhurst portraying the crocodile, which I’m sure thoroughly
scared the terrifying ‘Captain Hook’, who was played by Albert
Cornell. The rehearsals did not reflect the final performances, as
many things went wrong in those. One incident was the experience
of flying, to which there were many layers of expertise needed,
the most important being us able to get the harnesses on, along
with not being able to wreck the scenery that had been painted
with such care. Mr Edwins should have known that something like
this might have happened before he picked me to play his ‘Wendy’!
Congratulations to Harry Edwins, who played ‘Peter Pan’ amazingly
well and managed to save the scenery from being ripped!
•

Amelia Pearce

Form III History trip to Richard III Centre
We went to the Richard III centre. It was
amazing. We were all hyped to go and
when we went it was better than most of
us expected. There was a weapon room
(my favourite weapon was a longbow)
with Plantagenet deaths and birth dates
on the walls. Then we saw a film about
Richard’s early life and how he became
King.
The next exhibition was about heraldry
and Richards symbol: white and blue
boar (the blue representing his claims
over France). We then went and learnt
about Richard’s body being exhumed and
we saw into his glass covered grave in
the car park! Some of the original tiles
that surrounded his body for 500 years
are still visible! It was amazing to see it.
We then went to the cathedral where
Richard now sleeps and above his coffin
is limestone with a deep cross in and, by
total chance, the shadow of a sword is
cast in it. We then did a DNA test on
bananas and found out we have 50%
banana DNA.
By Lewis Fitzsimmons

Chorister Colours

Congratulations to Amelia, Thomas,
William and Anthony who received their
colours for services to the choir

Parents Hockey

Our inaugural 'Parents' Hockey match happened
this term against arch rivals Witham Hall...
Maybe not quite the result we had in mind but
much fun was had by all.

Poetry Competition

We held our annual Poetry Competition, which is always a highlight of the
Autumn Term. We were very pleased to welcome Allison Puranik, Head of
English at Stowe, as our adjudicator.
This year all the children submitted poems under the category of 'Vision' and
we were overwhelmed by the response. The entries showed the depth of
writing skills and imagination that many of
the children have and their ability to create
such a varied selection of poems under
one title.
Congratulations to Annabel Reddy who
won the Senior category and Frances
Smith who won the junior category. You
can see both of the poems by clicking
here.
After the competition our parents were
offered drinks while the children and any
siblings had supper. This was followed by
a fantastic bonfire and fireworks display,
including sparklers and hot chocolate.

Maidwell Christmas
Christmas Lunch:
The whole school family again
enjoyed the full trimmings of a
traditional lunch.. The highlight
being the succulent turkey
provided by Jez and his team!! It
is a special time for children to
thank both Catering and
Domestic Staff at the same
time.
Carols Around the Tree:
The last evening of the Autumn
Term and the whole school
continue to enjoy Carols around
the Christmas tree.

Dormitory Decorations:
A competitive season this one
with a number of fantastic whole
dormitory efforts. The rooms
become a Labyrinth of paper
chains.

Paotongshu Primary School Exchange

The last two weeks were made all the more exciting by the
presence of 17 pupils from the Paotongshu Primary School
(Tienfu Campus) in Chengdu, China. These children were a
credit to their school, behaving very well and entering fully
into Maidwell life. It was a very successful visit and I would
like to thank all the Maidwell pupils, who acted as guides, for
doing such a great job; indeed all the Maidwell staff for the
considerable parts that they played in the visit. The whole
school were brilliant at welcoming the group.

'A History of the
Hero'
We have been spoilt with our
lecture program. Our lucky
boarders were treated to a fantastic
lecture last night! Many thanks to
Maurice Walters who is the Deputy
Head (Academic) at Shrewsbury
School for taking time to visit.

This was an eagerly anticipated lecture, with the
promise of a real working police dog in attendance.
The children were not disappointed as 'Baxter' was
introduced to the school. Having witnessed Baxter in
training the group were then treated to seeing the
police car in full motion. The Northants Police
enjoyed the evening so much they have requested a
return visit in the summer and will bring a German
Shepherd to sort Mr Owens out!!

Northants Police Dog Handlers
'On Monday everybody was very excited for the police dog
lecture. The two officers started by telling us about how
they trained the dogs and what their commands were. Then
came the part we were all looking forward to - when they
brought out Baxter, a police dog puppy. They showed us
him finding a tennis ball they hid before we went to look at
the police car. All in all it was a great lecture and everyone
really enjoyed it!'
Rosie Guard
Form I

Form III Theatre Trip 'Holes"
Form III were lucky enough to visit the Royal & Derngate this term on
a theatre trip to see 'Holes". Mrs Guard led the trip which was a
fantastic success and
all the children came
back to school excited
after having such a
treat!

...'Those who attended the Lent 2020 concert witnessed a treat
of music-making which far outweighed anyone’s expectations.
At the outset, the bar was set high by the pop group with their
tuneful, confident and spirited song. There was plenty of
astounding vocal talent and a good variety of songs during the
forty minute show. Clean, precise playing was the characteristic
of the piano items and we were also treated to some solid
trumpet numbers as well as some engaging drum selections. The
various soloists covered nearly the whole age range of the
school: some were making their debut and others were more
experienced hands, but all were fantastic. As usual, the concert
ended with a song delivered by the massed voices of Forms II, III
& IV. It was a very slick and professional event which elicited very
enthusiastic applause and cheers from the audience...'
Mr Ashworth Director of Music

Lent Concert
I was the second performer in the concert, singing 'Yesterday' I knew all of the words but still felt I
should have practised more. As I walked up slowly I was followed by everyone’s eyes. Whilst I was
singing my legs were shaking like mad. After the song I was filled with happiness but my legs were still
shaking!
...Caspian Gedney Form I
The day of the concert arrived and I could feel the nerves rising in every person performing. I was
fourteenth to perform and I was getting more nervous as very act passed by, I had at least had a chance
to warm up my voice and use it for the pop group song. My act came, every thing was dead silent in the
audience, there was a small smile from my Mum and Dad and then I started recalling everything Mr
Ashworth had drilled into me for when I was to perform. After the act the relief of having performed
swelled into me and I heaved a great sigh. Many thanks to Mr Ashworth for preparing me for the
performance.
...Harry Edwins Form I

Camp Building Sunday

Form I Laser Quest

The groups were tasked to create a camp
and shelter to hopefully spend a night
warm, dry and secure. Their life
expectancy was calculated scientifically
by Mr Evans and the winners
announced.
The Forecast was:
2 degrees and light winds
Form I enjoyed their
first of many outings this term when they visited
the Laser Quest. Plenty of fun was had by all
especially our new Gap Tutor Miss Price who got
fully involved with the group. Many thanks to Mr
Jenkinson and Mr Ashworth for leading the trip.

Life Saving Test

Recently, Form I have been practising their
life saving test. First we had to slide into
the water in our pyjamas then tread water
for a tough 5 minutes. When the time was
up we had to swim 4 lengths of the pool with our head above
the water and not touch the floor. Once we had completed
that; we all grabbed a float and resumed the
safety position for another 5 minutes, then
swam 4 lengths and got out of the pool in the
correct fashion.
....Frederica Hodges Form I

Sunday Climbing Fun
This is an excellent facility to have and to use at the weekends. Maidwell Climbing is a very highly signed up for
activity which runs throughout the winter in the evenings. The wall is manned by our two trained climbing
instructors and today was a weekend treat for many to use the wall. Different routes and tasks are set up to
test our climbers which kept them busy the whole afternoon. Many thanks to Mr McCagney.

Ice Skating Trip
This Sunday a number of children visited the nearby ice skating centre. It was a sign up outing which
allows various age ranges to mix for an afternoons fun!! These kinds of trips are valued by all here
because the age boundaries are broken down and different friendships developed. Mrs Guard and Miss Gill
organised and ran the trip along with our t wo girl gap tutors.
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The House System again had an
extremely competitive Autumn term..
With many events throughout allowing
all members of each house the chance
to perform and earn valuable points.
With regular house point updates it has
been easy to keep the competition
simmering both with the pupils and also
the competitive element of staff behind
the staffroom door. A change of term
and a change of House Captains and
Vice Captains.

House Chess
The games started off silent as ever. William Hutton vs Jack Wilson
was an intense game at first check check check. Hutton was
destroying Jack, Five minutes in Jack only had two left a pawn and

The Captains and
Vice Captains have

the queen 'checkmate' and Hutton is off to cricket already. Thirty

leadership

seconds in and Ignacio has done three moves and the game is over

responsibilities and

against Francis just like that, I never knew that we had such
talented chess players at Maidwell clearly Mr Whitehead has trained
them well. Selom vs Oscar was a better match because they

are fully involved in
meetings and team

weren't as experienced as the others, but they were still really good.

selections. The

Finally gets a good move to scare the king out of place but the

maintaining of house

games not over yet and Oscar makes a huge comeback and wins
the game with a great final move. Junior 3/4th Lewis beat Daniel
(Ash) Junior 1/2nd Oscar beat Selorm (Beech) Senior 3/4th William
Hutton beat Jack (Beech) Senior 1/2nd Ignacio beat Francis (Ash)
Nothing for Pine!
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House Convoy is a
proven favourite for any
beginning of Lent term. which
mixes two houses togther for the
afternoon . This year it was
played in the muddy 'Paddock"
which certainly lived up to a full
billing.
The game is based on the
C o nvoy S yste m that wa s
nd
developed in the 2 World War
when British merchant ships
crossed the Atlantic protected
from German submarine (U Boat)
attack by Frigates and other
warships.
The Game will have two halves.
Merchantmen are escorted
around the course by Frigates
and the aim is to score points for
your side without being sunk.
Only merchantmen can score
points, so they are very
important. Each side goes round
the course in opposite directions.

At half-time (after 20 minutes)
each side changes directions. A
whistle will be blown at the start,
half-time and at the end of the
game. There will be 10 minutes for
half-time. Each side will wear
w h ite o r c o l o u re d s h i rts .
Submarines, Aircraft Carriers and
Frigates will wear coloured bands
to show which they are. For
Frigates the aim is to protect your
Mercha ntm en by s in king
Submarines; for Submarines your
aim is to sink Merchantmen; for
Aircraft Carriers your aim is to
sink frigates.
As you can see from the photos it
was a sheepish school who tiptoed
past matron and back into the
changing rooms. Another fantastic
'whole school' event promoting
team work and leadership skills.

Results
1.. Ash & Beech
2. Oak & Pine

Convoy Gallery

eSports was one of the events we have been a little

sceptical of given our various screen policies regarding

iPads and 'gaming' in particular. The event proved to be a

House Squash

massive success and extremely competitive. Many thanks
to Mr Evans for running

There was some outstanding

the event.

squash played this year and

Results
1.

2.

3.

all teams should be very

Pine

pleased with how they

Beech

Oak

performed. The event
scheduled for a sunday

House Shooting

The shooting range gets planty of use in the winter which

continued to last into the

competitive event. Some great shooting fromm Ash finally

week such was the level of

saw them win.

competition.

Results

Results

has meant the many hours of practise helped from a

1. Ash

1. Ash

2. Oak

2. Pine

3. Beech

3. Oak

4. Pine

House Debating

The First Debate:

Oak

v

Pine

This House supports a meat-eating tax
Proposition: Oak Henry Porter Albert Cornell
Opposition: Pine Rosie Guard Henry Voce
The Second Debate:

Ash

v

Beech

This House believes that celebrities have more power
than politicians
Proposition: Ash

Frederica Hodges Ray Puchanakit

Opposition: Beech Amelia Pearce William Hutton

Round 1 in the debating
competiton was a competitive
event with a few suprises to
boot. The houses have spent the
last few days eagerly preparing
themselves in what has become
a Maidwell term highlight. In a
closely fought competition both
Oak & Ash managed to fight
their way into next terms final!
An excellent event and a
calendar highlight. Thanks to
Mrs Guard & Mr McCagney for
running it.

House Football

An exceptional afternoon in the winter sun saw a fully

House Water Polo

committed group of players fighting hard for their houses. In
what was a very cold day the boys truly lifted a large
crowd's spirit.
Results

A fantastic
evening house

Junior

Senior

2nd: Oak

2nd: Ash

1st: Ash

1st: Beech

3rd: Pine

3rd: Pine

event played in a
lively and
competitive way
this year. Beech
werer extremel;y

4th: Beech 4th: Oak

dominbant
throughout the

House Netball

This years House Netball ran simultaneously to the football.

competition and it

competitive team and individual displays. What was so

they claimed first

The girls braved the elements and produced some fine

impressive was how the teams supported their younger
members and allowed them to enjoy working with older

wasnt a surprise
place.

peers. An exciting afternoons netball!

Results

1st: Ash

Joint 2nd: Beech and Pine
4th: Oak

Results

1. Beech
2. Ash

3. Pine
4. Oak
House Monopoly

A week long Monopoly

marathon this year saw

Pine faulter early followed
by Beech. Ash and Oak

stayed to task until Oak
finally won on thrusday
evening. An epic weeks
board gaming.

Appointments
Heads Of Sports:

Head Chorister & Deputy Head Chorister

Boys' Hockey
Thomas Lindsay

Head Chorister
Leo Parr

Girls' Netball
Georgia Coker-Agar

Deputy Head Chorister
Oliver Paine

School Council: Mr Owens chairs the school council meetings two or
three times per term.
Representatives this term are:
Form I Alex Capanni, Georgia Coker-Agar,
Daisy Voce, Henry Voce.
Form II Kaitlyn Broadhurst, Malachi
Mushakwe, Yasmin Saunders-Watson, Finnian
Stroud
Form III Selorm Agroh, Violet Vane-Tempest
Stewart
Form IV Angus Ogilvy, William Wates

Open Morning
The recent Open Morning was a fantastic success. A record number of families attending which
made it a very busy time indeed. All prefects were fully involved in giving a warm welcome and
guided tours to our visitors. Children enjoyed their activities and
demonstrated what is available to them.

Catering Committee
The catering committee have again
been very active throughout the
term. Meetings are held with Carey
Lankester & Jez to allow children the
chance to help organise menus and
nutrition choices.
Theme days are always popular and
this term they have proposed a
meat free day once per week. An
interesting and healthy option that
came about via these important
leadership discussions.
'...The catering committee is a
valuable asset to
the school. The children are
very insightful and have
made very positive
comments...'
-Jez Catering Manager

Committee Members
Tom Coker-Agar, Henry Voce, Francis Mathew, Omar
Curtis-Bennett, William Wates, Mohamed Belalcazar,
Amanda Menya, May Henson, Kaitlyn Broadhurst,
Miles Swinfen & Matthew Hutton.

Traditional friday fish and chips!!

Rodin Society
The Rodin Society have again enjoyed their regular
calendared meetings this term. Over a working
lunch they have discussed various brain teasing
ideas and topics. A number of guest staff speakers
have been involved and have enjoyed challenging
it's members.
...'In the Rodin Society we think a little differently...
How free is 'free'? What puts the global in economy?
How do you do cryptology? What's hidden in
poetry?
What does A really mean? Thatcher's legacy?
Truth, deceit? Language, Meaning and Identity You know, that kind of thing...'
- Mr Luke Lankester

Sport
Autumn Term
The Autumn term saw much success for our sporting teams.

Both Boys & Girls sport flourished throughout the term with a

continued emphasis on skill development. Sport for All remains
the target and all children have been lucky to represent the

school at some stage. The alternative games programme was
employed from time to time to allow children a slight break
from the mainstream if they so wish. Once a
week both boys and girls had a switch in

sports which has allowed them to gain extra
preparation for the major lent term sport.
...' I have been generally pleased with the way children
are becoming more committed to individual skills
development at our younger age ranges. In turn

better team performances will develop as they travel

through our sports system...' - Mr Owens Director of Sport

Lent Term
Moving into the Lent term has seen a

change of sports with Boys Hockey and

Girls Netball being the major sports of the term. However
with Squash, Swimming & Cross Country coming into

line its going to be another busy schedule for all children.
It's been refreshing to see the change from the wet
muddy fields to our sports astro and the

efforts of Kev & Phil are very much appreciated. A
supportive groundstaff helping maintain facilities is
paramount to developing individual players.

Boys Hockey
The senior teams began the term somewhat in the deep end fixture wise
and came up short early on against some outstanding teams. However

the season has now unfolded nicely and with a lot of hard work they are
finding their feet in what is a challenging array of fixtures.

The colts teams have been working on individual skills during games

sessions. These boys are at their most receptive time which has enabled
strong gains to be made in the early stages of the season.

The hard working coaches and skilled gap tutors have been relentless in
their approaches to the hockey this year. The system works and teams
are now beginning to win at regular intervals. Senior players leaving

Maidwell have the skill sets to compete at public school and often we
hear they are prepared correctly to enjoy an 'A team' future.

...' The bigger picture is the important one as we continue to prepare our

players for senior schools. To hear of so many ex pupils playing A team
hockey as they progress is most pleasing'...

Mr McCagney - Head of Hockey

Girls Netball
....'I am elated that netball finally appears to be becoming more high profile
within the school. Certainly in previous years I have felt that hockey has
taken more of a precedent but the positive ethos that Georgia CokerAgar has set as netball captain has filtered through to both the senior

and junior girls teams. The perseverance and dedication of the shooters
to continue to practice and perfect their technique is pleasing and is

exactly the attitude that I had hoped to achieve. As a result, the shooting
success rate is currently the best it has been in the four years that I
have been here at Maidwell...'

Miss Gill Head of Girls Games

U9 Football
The U9 teams have enjoyed the first half of the season. They have

trained hard and now began to make progress under the watchful eye of
Mr Edwins. As a tough task master he has instilled a belief in training
hard and fighting for each other in match situations.

Cross Country
...'Having not been properly prepared for

the pre Christmas Beachborough Run the

running team took a little bit of a knock to pride
and ego. Since the new fresh term the training
has been intensified as the squad aim to be in

peak condition for the upcoming events and also
be competitive in the National event later in the

term. Each individual is training four times a week
consisting of two lengthy runs and two speed

sessions. The developing pyramid base of runners has begun to
take shape once more...'

Mr S Schofield Head of Cross Country

'Dug Out
Talk'
"..Cross Country training is
hard but makes a difference
to every sport.."
Harry Wood Form II
"...I was reluctant at the sttart
but ive grown to love Cross
Country..."
India Skipwith Form III
..."Cross Country is hard
work but when your
successful its worth it..."
Sophia Stroud Form II

Squash
st
The Boys’ 1 VI had a tremendous 5-1 victory against Oundle. Our
squash teams look strong this year and a tight squash ladder
means the boys are competing hard to make the match team. Our
Girls Squash is beginning to grow and Mr Owens is busy producing

..." I like oplaying squash
because of the movement
and striking skills required"
Albert Cornell Form I

a fine team.
...."Girls Squash is very
exciting because all of us
girls are very talented...."
Lucia Gonzalez Form II

Swimming
'Squad training going well in preparation for the mixed gala against

"...Swimming is one of my
favourite sports because I
love racing my friends.."
Oliver Paine Form III

Bedford in March. Junior girls and boys arevery dedicated. Form
II girls and boys are showing pace and ability. So far not had a full
contingent of Form I. Illness and other commitments have prevailed
for some.' ..... Mrs Lankester Head of Swimming

..." Swimming means I can
keep fit and test myself
which I enjoy..."
Leo Parr Form II

Swanbourne Chase
What a great afternoon for cross country running. The weather was
dry and cool with lovely clear skies to boot. The effort put into each

race is a 'given' with the Maidwell team. They have been training much
harder since the new year and results were expected to be good. The
junior teams, although young in experience' should take credit from

such a fantastic effort. Both Senior teams devoured the course and
in particular Leo Parr & Henry Porter finishing 2nd and 3rd as
individuals was very good. Both teams thought they had won but

unfortunately missed out by the barest of margins. A fantastic event
and great to see us back in the reckoning!!

Results

U11 Girls - 5th

U11 Boys - 7th

U13 Girls - 2nd

U13 Boys - 2nd

Leo 2nd place & Henry 3rd Place

Form V Art: The Goldfish 1912 by Henry Matisse

Form II Art Display

Eco Bricks
'We are collecting our sweet wrappers each lunch time
and placing them in a plastic tub. They are called Eco
Bricks and can be sent off and used to make houses and
other things! Our Eco action group is trying to make a
difference.'
Freddie Tinney Eco Reporter

....'The school has
been working towards
achieving the Bronze
Eco-Schools award
and made progress
with food waste,
recycling and reducing
what we consume.
There is more work to
be done but the pupils
are keen and Mr
McCagney’s ‘Ecoaction’ group are
making a real
difference!'...
- Mr Whitehead

Clubs & Activities
Our after school clubs and activities for
pupils have again produced a set of superb
opportunities for all.
The list is endless and truly magnifies the
talent of the staff here. Their total
committment is what makes the system
work. The children are required to do a
minimum of two break time
and three evening activities
per week. The majority
subscribe to more than they
are allowed.
Activities are announced at
both breakfast and supper
times which can sometimes
allow children to try other
activities should they have a
free evening. Apart from
organised slots the table
tennis and pool table are
always popular in our games
room. Our gap tutors often
instigate an impromptu board game or even
a mild game of cards. The system continues
to work very well.

Clay Pigeon Shooting
Progressing from the weekly rifle shooting
lessons with Mr Evans to clay pigeons is a great
next step for many of the children. Honesberie
Shooting School arrive for the morning with two
instructors giving individual tuition. Our team
of boys and girls are currently training for their
next competition.
A huge thank you to Tim & Rozzi Pearce who
have organised it all brilliantly, greatly
enhancing the (sometimes chilly) mornings with
much needed hot chocolate and cakes.
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Golf Day 2020
Thursday 14th May
Northamptonshire County Golf Club
The golf day will cater for any level of golfer and will certainly be a
Maidwell Hall event not to miss. We would like to welcome players of any
gender or ability although the course is quite a testing one so please be
prepared for a challenge.
The rough outline of the day itself will
consist of:
1pm Bacon Sandwiches & Coffee on
arrival
2pm 18 Holes of Golf (Shot Gun Start)
6pm Hot Buffet & Prizes
There is a cost for each player / team entered but we have already
negotiated a very reasonable price. Please feel free to enter as an
individual or part of a team of four. Individual players will be placed into
a team for the day. If you would like further details or to reserve a place
please contact me and I will be happy to help. I know its relatively early in
the school year but an indication of early interest allows me time to work
on numbers etc.
Contact: ss@maidwellhall.co.uk

Social Media
Maidwell has three main social Media platforms which are Facebook Instagram
and Twitter. From time to time the children help collate articles, photos and
come up with some quite original ideas to take this area of school marketing
forward.
Each platform is veiwed differently by children and parents, which means are
always striving to improve when possible. We hope you are enjoying the efforts
of all involved so please like and share the work done whenever possible.

Be sure to give us a follow and get
up to date posts and stories as they
happen.
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